Status of MITS SPRINGER papers

Your Book: 978-981-10-7867-5, PCBN et al (Eds): Artificial Intelligence
and..., 450166_1_En - Introductory Mail

Dear Prof,

My name is Krati Shrivastav and I am a project Manager at Scientific Publishing
Services Chennai - India who will be handling the production of your new book,
Artificial Intelligence and Evolutionary Computations in Engineering Systems,
on behalf of Springer. I will be your main production contact and will oversee the
production of the text of your book from manuscript to final print and online files.

After having reviewed the work, I would like to highlight the following productionspecific notes:

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

Chapter page proofs to contributing authors: Week of 07-Jan-2018 to 13-Jan-2018

Book page proofs (includes front matter) to you: Week of 28-Jan-2018 to 03-Feb2018

Corrections from you: 5 days after receipt of proofs

Estimated Print Publication Date: March 2018
We will send you a file of the copyedited manuscript along with a list of any author
queries that need to be answered. Together with these items, we will also provide a
proof of the typeset material (in an HTML format) in which you will be able to insert
your corrections directly into the proofs. This review package will also include a PDF
version of the page proofs so that you can see the printed page layout.

Please note that the contributing authors will review and correct the page proofs of
only their chapter. You will be copied when these proofs are sent to the individual
contributors.
The contributing authors will approve their chapters for publication. Therefore we
cannot accept any later corrections in the chapters. If you wish to also review the
individual chapters, please contact the authors directly during the chapter proof stage
to discuss any corrections directly with them.

As you can see I have allocated 5 days for you to review the front matter and the index
of the book proofs which will be electronically sent to you. Please note that you will
receive the proofs of the entire book. If you will not be available during that time
period, please let me know upon receipt of this email so that I can adjust the proposed
schedule.

MANUSCRIPT STYLING
I would also like to bring to your attention certain changes recommended by the
publisher that will be incorporated into the proofs:

Book Structure
– The main structure of your book has been created and is attached as a document file
to this email. Please review and email me that you confirm it. Confirming the structure
at this stage will lead to an efficient book production process. Changes in the
structure at later stages in the production will cause delays.
Reference Style
– The references in your book adhere closely to the APS which is one of the
recommended styles used by Springer Nature. We will therefore edit the references in
your manuscript to match this style.

I look forward to working with you on the production of this book. Please feel free to
contact me if you have any questions or concerns.

Best wishes,
Krati Shrivastav
Springer, a Springer Nature brand

